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Faculty Challenge Two
Task Force Proposals

The Curriculum Committee met members that the programs might cause.
Neil Garston, instructor of economics,
yesterday afternoon and voted unanimously
to present a series of resolutions at the expressed concern that participation in the
Faculty meeting this afternoon calling for Programs would hurt the quality of teaching
the establishment of an Alternate Degree a} t h e C o l l e g e s i n c e participation would
the amount of time faculty spend
Vdume LXX, Issue~14
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Tuesday, November 9, 1971 Program. A similar motion calling for the ~ i decrease
establishment of a Tutorial College was - n t h e classroom.
tabled by the Committee, pending further s a Robert Battis, professor of economics,
discussion.
'd that he did not see how the proposed
The faculty held a special meeting last programs would be financially beneficial.
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions,
Tuesday to discuss the proposed ADP and
Tutorial College (Intensive Study Program responded that the ADP and ISP would
or ISP), and expressed a generally un- increase the College's ability to "retain" 25
favorable attitude. Many faculty members to 50 accepted applicants who choose to
questioned whether the proposed programs attend other institutions. In that way the
would hurt present academic programs by College would add highly qualified students
increasing faculty work loads and reducing to its student body.
The most recent report on the programs to
the
number of courses offered.
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD conducted a poll of the faculty last week to determine the
the
faculty said that the ISP would not help
President Theodore Lockwood told the
projected vote on the ADP and ISP. Faculty members were contacted by phone, at their
the College financially unless enough
offices. Three attempts were made to reach each professor. In all, 65, or one-half, of the meeting that if the proposals are not passed students participated so that a summer
by the faculty, the College will consider
entire faculty were contacted and polled.)
expanding open semester and study abroad session could be started. According to Lockprograms to increase the size of the student wood the ADP is expected to help the
body. If the programs do not attract enough College financially by attracting nonstudents the College will consider gradually resident students.
Intended Vote:
Alternate Degree Independent Study
Lockwood said that the programs might
cutting the faculty up to 15%, he said.
Program (ADP)
Program (ISP)
The Curriculum Committee will formally increase the faculty work load and delay the
present the proposals to the faculty at the development of new courses but that the
In Favor
32 - 50%
3 1 •- 48%
regular monthly faculty meeting this af- programs would still be better than the
4 - 6%
5 -- 8%
Opposed
ternoon. The faculty will not vote on the alternative of reducing the faculty by 15%
2 •• 3 %
proposals for at least seven days, unless the such a reduction would more adversely
3 - 5%
Abstain
meeting votes to waive the faculty's normal affect the academic quality of the College,
Undecided
21 -- 32%
22 - 34%
he claimed.
procedure.
1 •- 2%
Refuse to
1 - 2%
Drew Hyland, associate professor of
Andrew Gold, director of urban and enComment
vironmental studies, said that with a sub- philosophy, defended the Intensive Studies
3 - 5%
5 - 8%
Unclear On
stantial number of faculty involved in the Program. He said that some of the reduction
Tutorial College, ". . .the development of in the number of faculty members teaching
Programs
new courses would be placed in jeopardy." courses would be met by postponing classes
Richard Morris, professor of education, with small enrollments while a professor
said that the two new programs might force participates in the Tutorial College and
the faculty to "spread ourselves too thin". giving the courses the following semester
Morris said that no one had made an with a larger enrollment. He said he did not
estimate of the increased load on the faculty believe that larger classes would affect
teaching quality.
Edwin Nye, dean of the faculty, said that
the College is ". . .trying to handle more
students as imaginatively as possible
without going through the lock-step process
of increasing class size".
by Susannah Heschel
(Continued on page 12)

The Tripod Poll

News Analysis

Faculty Reacts To ADP, ISP

A faculty poll conducted last week by the
TRIPOD revealed that just under 50% of
those contacted intend to vote in favor of the
proposed Alternate Degree Program (ADP)
and Tutorial College or Intensive Study
Program (ISP). The poll is based on
responses from 65 faculty members, onehalf, of the faculty.
Only five faculty members said they
opposed the programs, while 22 said they
were "undecided." The general mood of
those polled was support of the two
programs coupled with misgivings about
how they would be implemented within their
own department.
Nearly all the faculty members polled
said they did not know what the chances
were of passing the two proposals. Robert B.
Oxnam, assistant professor of history and
special assistant to the President for long
range planning, said he thought the chances
were "very good."
A majority vote is needed to pass the
programs. The poll indicates that nearly
one-fourth of Ihe faculty has already
decided to vote in favor of the proposals.
Many faculty who said they were "undecided" indicated that they would probably
support the proposals, given additional time
to consider the programs, or to "confer with
colleagues."

But it has become painfully obvious that
the programs will suffer the same unsuccess
as the innovative programs of the '69
curriculum revision unless the faculty lends
unified strong support, and, more important, active involvement, once the
programs are implemented. Passage of the
programs by a bare majority would
foreshadow a dismal chance for real success Both faculty and administra»tion recognize this.

according to Oxnam. The Administration
has made an obvious effort to meet individually with faculty members to secure
what one administrator called "that one
extra vote."
Opposition to the programs in the poll
came almost exclusively from members of
the science departments, on the grounds
that the programs are "infeasible" to the
sciences "from the point of view of manpower and time."
One faculty member in the sciences said
that "due to.the nature of scientific inquiry"
majors in the sciences would benefit only
from "formal classroom structures," and
not independent study programs.
According to one science professor,
students majoring in the science would not
have enough time to complete essential
laboratory work if they attempted to go
through the ADP in three years. According
to the Task Force report, the ADP could be
completed in three to five years.
The Alternative Degree Program consists
of two sets of examinations which the
students would be awarded a B.A. upon
passing. The ADP is expected to be
"equivalent in rigor and depth" to the ordinary degree program, according to the

A large number of faculty polled expressed concern that the faculty does not
have sufficient interest to back up the
programs, even if they are implemented.
One member of the faculty said that
programs such as the Open Semester and
student-taught courses, are not being used
by students as much as originally anticipated because of lack of active faculty
support for the programs. He said the same
thing could very well happen to the ADP and
ISP.
Lockwood said he recognized this
possibility, and said the programs would
need "help from administrators like a
Dean,,,to give the programs some shove."
Both programs were written by a studentfaculty Task Force on Long-Range Plan(Continued on P. 10)
ning. The Curriculum Committee will
present the ADP as a motion to the faculty
this afternoon. The Committee will probably
present the ISP at the next regularlyscheduled faculty meeting, in December.
According to Robert's Rules of Order,
which the faculty follows, a motion must be
in the hands of faculty for seven days before
a vote is taken. But the faculty may vote to
It was recommended by the Task Force on
suspend these rules if it wishes to vote this Academic Programs that Trinity College
afternoon. Otherwise, a meeting will be Establish a Program in which certification
scheduled for next week.
or the B.A. is not based on course
Five faculty members claim they had not requirements and in which the degree can
heard of the term "ADP" or had heard the jbe completed in varying numbers of years.
term, but did not know what the program The formal requirements for the degree will
was all about. Only three responded in the be the satisfactory completion of two sets of
examinations and projects. Since the
same way about the ISP.
It is obvious that the Administration is program is defined by the two sets of
pushing adoption of the programs. examinations and projects, this requires
President Lockwood appointed the com- that the faculty undertake the difficult task
mittees that wrote the programs. In a rare of describing in this way the knowledge and
move, Lockwood, as chairman of the faculty abilities that it requires of its students. The
meeting, made his support quite clear. This ADP stresses both flexibility and inis one of the first times Lockwood has dividuality in a Trinity education and is
publicly taken a position on matters before designed for students who are highly
motivated, intellectually mature, and
the faculty.
The Administration met with small capable of independent study.
groups of faculty members during the
semester to discuss the programs. Each
(acuity member was invited to one of these
meetings, and attendance was nearly 80%,

Edwin Nye:
". . .as imaginatively as possible.

The Proposals

ADP

Rieharcl Russo:
"How they will affect qualitative results.

ISP
Itwas recommended by the Task Force on
Academic Programs that an Intensive
Study Program (ISP) be established at
Trinity. The program would allow ten to
fifteen students to participate with a faculty
member in a semester of deep involvement
in a subject which they find particularly
stimulating. ISP is also intended to improve
the quality of intellectual relationships
between faculty and students. Faculty in the
program will teach no other courses during
the semester. Students in the program will
normally receive four course credits for
satisfactory work in the program, and they
will be evaluated on the letter grade system
on the basis of papers or examinations or
both. ISP work may be included in a
student's major. Students may take more
than one ISP semester with faculty approval. They will be able to choose particular ISP programs on the basis of
proposals written by the faculty members
who are leading the groups.
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Students Unite

In
This
Issue:
ROOTS
A Hartford center offers aid to people
with psychological, legal, and drugrelated problems.
See Story on Page!)

A MID-SUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM
Theatre Arts production is "sensitive
|and entertaining."
See Story on Page 4

FOOTBALL

Freshman team holds undefeated
record at the end of their .season.
See Story on Piige 12

Committee To Conduct Elections

The. student members of the faculty
committees and the TCC have signed a
letter to the faculty announcing the formation of a Student Executive Committee to
run student elections and to establish
eligibility requirements for students seeking
election. The letter was written in response
to two proposals of the faculty Committee on
Committees
concerning
student
representation on faculty committees.
One proposal states that "hereafter all
student representatives on faculty committees must be students in good academic
standing during their tenure as committee
members."
The other proposal states that if the
Mather Mall Board of Governors refuses to
conduct elections, the Committee on
Committees will compile a list of volunteers
for each committee and select students at
random. The proposals were presented to
the faculty last Tuesday, and will probably
come up for a vote at the faculty meeting
this afternoon.
The students are hoping for a postponement of a faculty vote on the proposals
so that they can prepare a clearer, more
precise alternative proposal to present to
the faculty, according to one of the students
involved.
The Committee on Committees will
submit three other proposals this afternoon.
One proposal states that "all faculty
members have an obligation to offer
themselves for service on faculty committees. " The Committee on Committees
proposes that it have "the responsibility of

Orientation Head
Larry Pleasant, '74, worked with a committee during the summer to establish an
orientation program for Blacks to combat the "cultural shock" they experience when
entering Trinity. He. noted the "standoffishness" of the College community, which in his
opinion, confiicts many times with the attitudes of good will expressed by students and
faculty,

not only soliciting nominations" but also
"seeking out nominees to assure appropriately balanced slates."
According to one faculty member, if this
proposal is passed, the Committee on
Committees would have the power "to
determine, to an extent, the membership of
each committee."
Another proposal eliminates the
Secretary of the Faculty from the committee. A third proposal states that "no ex
officio member of a committee shall be
chairman." At present, the only ex officio
chairman is Edwin P. Nye, dean of the
faculty, who chairs the Curriculum Committee.
In their letter, the students say that the
Committee has "become aware of the
recent proposals of the faculty Committee
on Committees" and "respectfully request
that the faculty postpone action on these
proposals until the next regularly-scheduled
faculty meeting." The faculty normally
meets the second Tuesday of every month.
All student representatives to faculty
committees, as well as a TRIPOD reporter,
may attend faculty meetings.
The letter continues, "The Executive
Committee intends to meet on a regular
basis this month to compose a set of

Students With High Lottery
Niimbers Should Drop 2-S
According to the Trinity Draft Counselors,
all students with lottery numbers above but
not including 125 and who were born in 1951 - that is, have turned or will turn twenty this
year - should drop their II-S deferments.
Stephen Minot, adjunct associate
professor of English, said that he was
assured by the state office of Selective
Service for Connecticut that no board in
Connecticut would go over the number 125 the limit set by Curtis Tarr, national
director of Selective Service.
All students with numbers 125 or below
should hold onto their II-S, student deferments, and should not become vulnerable to
the draft at this time, Minot said.
Those students with numbers above 125
should contact their local boards soon to
make sure that their board will not exceed
their lottery number. Last year, every
board in the country complied with the limit
set last year. Students should check
nevertheless to make sure that their board
will not go above lottery number 125, a draft
counselor said.
Once that has been ascertained -- and it
seems at this time that this will be the case
with every board in the state of Connecticut - the student should send a letter to his local
board, stating that he does not wish to have
his II-S.
The student's letter must be postmarked
before December 21, 1971. It would be wise,
however, to send it before then so as to
guarantee its getting through the holiday
rush. The letter should be sent certified
mail, return receipt requested and a copy of
the letter kept so that the student will have a

TCB Will Propose Advisory Board
Handling Black Academic Problems
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks has
criticized a proposal to the Academic Affairs Committee to establish a Special
Advisory Group to deal with the problems of
black students.
Adron Keaton, '74, chairman of the TCB,
said his group feels "there is something
missing" in the proposal made by J. Ronald
Spencer, dean of community life. Keaton
said that TCB has charged its educational
committee with drafting a counterproposal.
That proposal is due next week, Keaton said.
The proposal, which was drafted last
month, was not made public by the
Academic Affairs Committee. Members of
the committee said that they had voted to
keep the proposal confidential.
The Special Advisory Group as tentatively
suggested would keep track of the progress
of minority students and would aid assigned
advisors in their counselling capacity. .In
addition, the SAG would make recommendations to the Academic Affairs
Committee on questions of course load,
academic probation, and required withdrawal of minority students.
Kealon sairi tiiat the Coalition's main

by Matthew Moloshok
objection to the proposal for SAG was that it
would have no power to make decisions but
only recommendations to the Academic
Affairs Committee and that the Academic
Affairs Committee could reject people
appointed to the SAG by TCB.
"We think as black students, we can best
deal with our academic problems here at
Trinity, " Keaton said. The TCB chairman
summed up his group's views as follows:
"Whereas academics affect black students,
black students should have a role in the
preparation of those policies. In other
words, if the Academic Affairs Committee
and TCB work hand in hand, there will not
be any harsh reprecussions later on."
Although TCB has not formally drafted its
proposal yet, Keaton said he hoped that the
Academic Affairs Committee would give it
full consideration. "If they were to reject
our suggestions, they would be saying that
our role in selecting our own fate is not
important to them," Keaton said.
Keaton expressed his personal hope that
any advisory board that was established
would contain equal numbers of faculty,
administrators and black students and that

recommendations for faculty approval
concerning student elections and eligibilitv
requirements for student membership on
faculty committees."
The students' letter is addressed to H
McKim Steele, secretary of the faculty, and
will be read by Steele at the faculty meeting
this afternoon.
The stuaents say they question the
meaning of the term "good academic:
standing." Several students suggested that
the faculty postpone a decision until the
report of the Academic Affairs Committee is
completed, which will re-define and propose
new regulations concerning "good
academic standing."
The students say they object to the second
proposal because the Mather Hall Board ol
Governors has already refused to rut,
student elections. The faculty Committee on*
Committees, they say, should not have the!
power of conducting student affairs.
f
The students, who held their first meetingf**
Sunday afternoon, claim that membership
of the Executive Committee is open to all
student members of faculty committees, the
TCC, the student activities committee, and
the budget committee, all of which are
elected positions.

all those who were on the committee would
not be "so naive of the black experience that
they could not relate to black students."
Larry Pleasant, '74, who chaired a group
during the summer which established an
orientation program for black students, said
the need for counselling Blacks is great. He
pointed out that of 69 black students who
would have been sophomores, juniors and
seniors this year, four were required to
withdraw and, of the 65 remaining students,
39 were on academic probation.
Pleasant said black students experience a
"cultural shock" when they enter the
College because it is "a white, upper class
institution." He alleged that the College is
geared towards students who have had
educations superior to what many minority
students receive in ghetto high schools.
Many white students have been directed
toward college their whole lives, he said.
According to Pleasant, a major reason for
the problems of adjustment of black
students is that, despite all the good will
expressed by students and faculty, many
members of the community are "stan{Conttnaed on P. W

record of his request, a postmarked receipt,
indicating when he sent it and proof that his
board received it.
If he sends the letter before December 31,
the local board must give the student a I-A.
Even though the board may not get around!
to reclassifying the student until after:
December :u, the student is I-A as soon as1
the letter is postmarked. Thus, keeping the;
receipt is the student's proof that the board!
was aware of when the letter was post-';
marked and, in fact, had the letter in its*'
possession so had to give the student his I-A. ?•
If the student follows all these in-structions, he will become vulnerable and; |*
since his draft number will not be reached, •
he will drop to a second priority pool, which;
makes him relatively safe.

News From
The Outside

INTERNATIONAL
The United Nations received official word
from Peking Friday that the first Chinese
Communist envoys will arrive here Monday
and a full delegation to the General
Assembly will arrive Wednesday or
Thursday.
India's Prime Minister Indira Gandhi said
after speaking with President Nixon that
she was impressed by Nixon's desire to help
in the crisis in South Asia, but she rejected
any plan to withdraw Indian troops from the
Pakistan border, saying that after two
aggressions from Pakistan and one from
China, "I think it is my duty to see that we
are not unprepared."
Peru's military government established
diplomatic relations with Red China on
Tuesday and won Peking's official support
for the Peruvian claim to a 200 mile limit of <
territorial waters in the Pacific.
f
South Korea will begin withdrawing 10,000
troops next month in its first pullout from
the Vietnam war.
Four African heads of state flew to Cairo
from Tel Aviv Friday on a peace mission
amid signs that Egypt is seeking to bring the
deadlocked Arab-Israeli crisis to a head.
NATIONAL
Union and management negotiators in
many industries are having difficulties
bargaining due to the confusion and uncertainty caused by the Nixon Administration's new economic policies.
The nation's unemployment rate dropped
slightly to 5.8 per cent of the work force last
month as the total of working American hit a
record 79.8 million.
The White House announced Friday that
President Nixon has ordered an overhaul of
the governments intelligence operation,
assigning Richard Helms, director of the
Central Intelligence Agency, a broader
overall supervisory role.

LOCAL
Mayor George Wonan Athanson hai an
overwhelming re-election victory over
Republican Theodore Di Lorenzo in the •
i

'

'
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Age Council
Talks Youth

Thieves Steal
2 Cars, Tires

by Aimee Brown
A panel discussing age discrimination
concentrated on the problems of youth and
newly enfranchised voters during a seminar'
Wednesday evening. Francis'Brown, National Dirbctor of the National Council Against Age Discrimination, Connecticut,
Secretary of State Gloria Schaeffer, State
Senators Alden Ives and Wilbur Smith,
Hartford Councilman Colin Bennett, and
Daniel Sargis '74 spoke out against
youth discrimination during the discussion sponsored by the Mather Hall
Board of Governors.
Because the 18 to 20 year olds had voted
for the first time the day before, Schaeffer
discussed voter registration. She claimed
that the "newly enfranchised group"
showed the poorest performance in
registering and voting. Schaeffer claimed
that the solution is to make registration
more accessible to those who want to participate in the electoral process.
Ives said that politicians were examining
the voting trends of the young. Even though
youth as a group have voting power, they
have a "limited franchise" because they
don't have all the rights and responsibilities
of adults, Ives said. He urged students to
voice their opinions before the state commission presently investigating youth
rights.
"All forms of discrimination have the
same roots in government, in business, and
in the religious systems," said Smith. He
said that the system is now using the same
method to fight against youth as it did
against black people. Smith cited the
example of New Haven election officials
who he claimed tried to prevent 18 to 20 year
olds from voting.
Sargis recounted the problems he experienced when he tried to run for mayor of
Newington, Connecticut. He claimed that
even though legal requirements for a
candidate were a six month residency in the
town and status as an elector of the town, he
was not allowed on the ballot because he was
19 years old. Sargis said that he campaigned
because he thought that the lowered voting
age was another case of appeasement instead of giving "political respectibility" to
the youth. "Once youth becomes
represented in the government, other youth
will come out of the doldrums and participate," said Sargis.
Although the panel
emphasized
discrimination against youth, the problems
of senior citizens were also discussed.
Brown stated that the senior citizens, unlike
the youth, have a powerful organization with
a lobby in Washington, D.C. Bennett stated
that he plans to propose Hartford ordinances which would enable the elderly to
work on community projects in the city.

Thieves have added tape decks, tires, and
two cars to their booty over the past two
weeks, according to Alfred A. Garofolo,
director of campus security. He said the
cars and goods were all taken from the offcampus parking area on Summit Street.
One of the stolen cars was not registered
with the College. Garafolo said that the
College would not assist the owners of that
car.
Six students have changed their
registrations from off to on-campus permits
in the' last week as a result of the latest
heists, said Garofolo.
In other security developments, a warrant
has been issued for the arrest of a man seen
in the halls of Wheaton dormitory October 16
and believed to be the man who entered
coeds' rooms at 4:30 a.m. that morning and
tried to molest them. The man is wanted for
trespassing. The residents of the room were
unable to identify pictures of the man
supplied by campus security, but another
coed who saw him in the halls that morning
was able to make a positive identification.
The man's picture was on file from last year
when he was warned not to return to the
campus.
Garofolo warned students to lock their
doors before going to bed and to keep first
floor windows locked. If this is done "we will
seriously eliminate many of our problems,"
he said.

Jlilil/

Tuuxn uiscnmination
Francis Itrown, National Director of the National Council against Age Discrimination
addresses an audience of about 20 students in the Washington Room on the problems of
youth. Other panelists at the seminar last Wednesday talked on the 18 to 20 year old vote.
Members of the panel (1. to r.) are Brown, Daniel Sargis '74, state Senators Alden Ives
and Wilbur Smith, Hartford Councilman Colin Bennett and Bertran Morancy, Senior
Vice President of NCAAD.

Campus Calendar Reaction
Criticizes Exam Schedule
by Mike Chearneyi
Campus reaction to the proposed calendar there is no alternative other than an infor the 1972-1973 academic year has been
tensive examination week in December,
mixed, according to N. Robbins Winslow, Winslow commented. According to the dean,
dean for educational services, In a Tripod
pushing classes farther back into August is
interview Friday, Winslow stated that impossible. It would , decrease student
criticism of the calendar has been directed summer employment possibilities, conflict
at its tight exam schedule. The measure to with Trinity's summer semester, and
end final examinations before the Christmas prolong the athletic season. "If we plan
to leave January open, we have
holidays was. intended to make the
December recess a vacation and not a study no choice but to have a tight academic
period, Winslow said. He acknowledged, schedule defined by the Labor Day and
however, that the proposed calendar's one Christmas holidays," Winslow concluded.
day reading period before exams would
Winslow said that President Lockwood
place "heavy pressure" on students to meet feels the proposed calendar demonstrates
course requirements while studying for final "the virtue of a 4-1-4 semester plan."
examinations.
Winslow emphasized that the calendar
will be flexible for only a short period and
To eliminate January exams and still encourages any suggestions to be brought
allow a reasonable summer vacation period, forward now.

SttflRgTHB GOOD VIBRflTIOnS
A good word, a bright idea. They're better when you
tell someone. And if you can't get together over a beer
or a cup of coffee, then get on the phone and call.
If your friend's in California, low long distance rates
from 5 to 11 p.m. weeknlghts let you telephone clear
across the country for 85jS plus tax, for three minutes,

01$

when you dial without operator assistance. It's only
700 Saturdays and up to 5 p.m. Sundays.
The telephone can help to bring you together, and
that's what sharing is all about. Right? Right.

Southern New England Telephone

Bourgeois
Robert Oxnam, assistant professor of
history, discusses the role of the
bourgeoisie in the Chinese Revolution
which brought the Communists to power
in 1949, in a lecture Wednesday in Wean
Lounge. He asserted that the bourgeoisie
did not play a significant role due to the
traditional role of the merchant in
Chinese society and the small size and
localization of the merchant class.

Qxmm Discusses
Merchant's Role

China's bourgeoisie did not play a decisive
role in the Chinese Revolution which
brought the Communists to power in 1949,
according to Robert Oxnnam, professor of
history. Oxnam, in a lecture in Wean Lounge
Thursday, attributed this to the low social
status of merchants, Nationalist and
Communist Party indifference toward the
merchants, and the small size and
localization of the merchant class.
The Chinese merchant traditionally occupied the lowest rung of China's social
ladder, Oxnam explained. Merchants were
believed to be non-productive members of
society who sought only to exploit the other
classes.
Neither the Nationalist or Communist
parties allowed the bourgeoisie to contribute
greatly to the government, Oxnam pointed
out; Chiang Kai-shek did not seek merchant
support, and the Communists practiced
"conspicuous neglect" of the bourgeoisie, he
said. Eager new converts to Marxism
turned to urban workers for support, and
sought to carve out non-bourgeois contacts,
he explained.
Oxnam said that Chinese merchants
practiced "sporadic nationalism". During
the early twentieth century, he said, the
bourgeois class was small, confined to such
major cities as Canton, and interested
mainly in local reform. Merchants cut free
from China's social and political complex,
Oxnam declared, and developed their own
entrepreneurial mode and ideology.
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eater Arts Presents
Smashing Shakespeare

by David Bargman
The Trinity production of Shakespeare's authoritativeness among his peers to ner"A Midsummer's Night Dream" is well vousness as the director before the play's
worth seeing It succeeds not just as an presentation to a royal audience. His voice i
a nui I cur production, but as an in- control and movement served to set the i
terpretation which provides a sensitive and stage for the play's natural high point, the
entertaining understanding of the play's presentation of the "tedious brief scene of
comic view of love, A competent rendering young Pyramus/And his love Thisby." As
of Shakespeare is difficult enough, and this the central characters in the scene, H,
cast has gone beyond competence, a Livingstone Barret III (Nick Bottom
(Cont. on P.8)
'
theatrical achievement of no small magnitude, as anyone who has ever attempted to
communicate the beauty and meaning
of the great bard's lines can tell you.
The main faults of the production had to
do with the staging. While effective in each
instance, it lacked an overall conceptualization of-the play's action. The use
of revolving panels to indicate forest land
by Joel Kemelhor
would have been more successful had there
Derek Walcott, a vital poet from the West
not been so much open space contrasting it. Indies, gave a quiet reading from his works
Scenes where actors had to force their way Thursday night in Wean Lounge. So the
through the moving panels were thus less eloquence was actual-inhabiting the words
than credible.
Another drawback was the of each verse, sparkling in stanzas peopled
maintenance1 of a strict dichotomy between with gusto musicians and old men's dreams.
Ihe lori'sl scenes and those in Athens. This
Mr. Walcott, at 41, is an accomplished
is, nllcr all, a dream, and not subject to the playwright, having written verse drama for
constraints of physical presence. I have 20 years and directed the Trinidad Theatre
always considered that the play in- Workshop, in Port of Spain, for a decade.
tentionally blurs the distinctions between His Dream on Monkey Mountain/produced
what we know and what, we dream, and on off-Broadway last, season, received an Obie
this stage these distinctions were too award. Several scenes from this play
carefully delinealead. One result of this comprised the major part of the Wean
delineation was that (he action avoided the Lounge reading, which was sponsored by
center .stage area. Athens was represented Ihe Trinity College Poetry Center.
on the stage right and left corners downIt would not be slighting the fine selections
stage, and most of the forest scenes took read from his Collected Poem's to suggest
place at the upstage limits of the set. The that Walcott's experience and tension as a
stage lay-out made scene transitions dif- black master of the English language is
ficult, but a smooth and steady pace which most effectively stated in his plays. In an
allowed the play's action to come across Overture to Dream on Monkey Mountain, he
without serious lapses compensated for this writes of a poet "dedicated to purifying the
difficulty.
language of the tribe.. .who is jumped on by
The actors accomplished the many both sides for pretentiousness or playing
transitions of setting, mood, and plot with white. He is the mulatto of style, The traitor,
cohesiveness, and with few exceptions, gave The assimilator."
a comprehensible and original reading of
Perhaps Derek Walcott can conjure with
Shakespeare's lines. Special praise in this the words of former masters because he
regard must go to those who portrayed the applies them to a people "whose sweat,
group of rustic Athenian craftsmen touching earth, multiplies in crystals of
preparing their own play within the play for sugar." As a poet, he may write of the
the wedding celebration. These parts are "Death of all gods" in consonance with his
inherently comic and consequently could knowledge of the death of all men. An ablend themselves to static movement and solute choice between art and reality can
stereotyped delivery, as well as individual early lead one to a harvest of frost, but as
bufoonery. Happily, this group of six, Yeats annihilated the choice in his "Crazy
working well as an ensemble, avoided these Jane" poems, Walcott the assimilator builds
dangers. They clowned and hammed it up as structures in language to counter dispair,
was appropriate to their roles as amateur His achievements, shared with us last week,
actors. Stephen Gyllenhaal as Peter Quince, deny the desperate Corporal in Dream on
the carpenter and leader of the troupe, Monkey Mountain, who says "English is
made
natural
the
shift
from white."

West Indian
Poet Speaks

Dream On

(Photo bv Woodward*

Nick ISottom (II. Livingstone ISarrctt III> frolics with tin- queen of the fairies, Titania
tPaula Annum) in Midsummer Night's Dream, whieh will be at the Austin Arts Center
Thursday through Sunday at K: 15.

Masterful Performance
Given by Convivial Consort
by Jill Anne Silverman
The same week students feverishly raced were playing against the group as well as
through questionnaires concerning the against each other. The performance
existence or non- of a community life at Saturday night was quite good.
The Sonata in G minor for violin and
Trinity College, an attempt at community
life was in the making. The Convivial harpsichord and the Concerto in D minor for
Consort, directed by Robert Gronquist, two violins, strings and continuo comprised
presented two delightfully exciting evenings the second half of the concert. Charles
Tabony played the violin sonata with great
of music by J. S. Bach.
'Die Consort made its Trinity debut last vigor and expression Saturday making that
winter in a one-night, standing-room-only performance the better of the two. The
performance in Garmany Hall. Their concerto was definitely one of the highpoints
reception was so overwhelming that they of the program. The continuo included
promised to come back again with more Susan Freed and Lesley Heller (violins) and
Bach for the Trinity community. So this LelandTolo (bass viol.) The first movement
year once again they returned with two Vivace was a dynamic voyage through
nights of music.
(cont. on P. 8)
Bach's music is very easy to listen to and
quite difficult to play. This makes it ideal for
performance here where one has an intelligent student audience and professional
musicians. The clarity, continuous
movement, undying rhythm and textural
nature make it enjoyable for experienced as
well as inexperienced listeners, The consort
played with precision and sophistication.
Friday night was cold; the temperature
greatly affected the performers. The music
Coming back to Trinity and seeing the
was sharp, the group played with the crisp
precision Bach demands; I sometimes felt huge, rowdy crowds waiting for WOODthat the notes overwhelmed the unity of the STOCK, or an intense discussion group
pieces- the performance nevertheless was cooing over THE SEVENTH SEAL, or
first-rate. Saturday the room was set up people exclaiming how 'far out' JULIET OF
ingeniously as a "salon" with tables, can- THE SPIRITS is, or scratching their heads
dles, sherry and cider. A warmth radiated over THE RED DESERT, after all this, it
throughout the hall; it seemed as if for years will be a true pleasure to merely sit back
Hamlin Hall had been waiting for just that and enjoy a very funny film (and a
night. The music began, and from the first legitimate classic, by the way) - Chaplin's
movement of the Toccata every sound THE GOLD RUSH, showing at the
surpassed its counterpart from the night Cinestudio tonight.
before. Saturday evening the music exuded
In contrast to the skull shattering
like heavy perfume-a cloud that filled the heaviness
of the films mentioned above, the
entire hall,- and bridged the gap between simple purity
Chaplin's comedy seems to
audience and performers. The music passed float in from of
an age as far removed from
quickly.
ours as classical Greece. In a mere fifty
Bach's Toccata for Harpsichord in D years or so, film makers have either
minor began the program. Mr. Gronquist forgotten, or lost the elusive ability to make
•performed exceedingly well both nights. He an audience laugh by showing them
is a fine performer whose technical per- something that is genuinely funny. While
ciston lends itself to a masterful in- Bergman and Aritonioni are not purposely
terpretation of Bach's compositions. His comic directors, it seems that every sort of
talents as an artist were displayed not only contemporary film director takes their
in this solo but throughout the program as he esthetic cues from these big daddies of that
supplied the foundation for all the works oh-so-existential angst.
performed.
For example, the big smash comedy of
Mary LouRylands, the lovely cellist played this past summer was supposedly CARNAL
the Sonata in G minor for cello and harp- KNOWLEDGE, but this turned out to be one
sichord. Her expressiveness added a sen- of the most depressing films I have sat
sual quality to all three movements of this through in a long while. Oh, sure, the corpiece, making it one of my favorites.
ners of my mouth turned up into a smile now
The entire consort, the afore mentioned and then, but when I left the movie house I
plus Charles Tabony and Franco Scian- certainly had no feeling that I was a specnameo (violins 1 and Ursula Sciannameo tator to a comedy. The whole thing was
(viola) concluded the first half with the Trio rather pathetic. To remember the roUing-inSonata in G major. For those who have not the-a isles movies made in the past few years
taken Music ill, the "Trio" refers to the becomes quite a chore.
number of parts rather than the number of
But once, the main reason to go to the
players. Friday it seemed that the violins movies was to eniov a. good comedv. Just

Cellulose-of-Sorts

Thoughts on Chaplin
by Ted Kroll
imagine the opportunity on any given
weekend to see a brand new two-reeler
starring such great comedians like Fatty
Arbuckle or Buster Keaton.
This literal explosion of comedy in the
teens and twenties was spawned by the
head-on collision of two popular forms of
entertainment - the raunchy vaudeville
stage and the spawling young giant of
cinema. What made this situation so
productive was that these film stars had
received their basic training by performing
many years in front of live audiences. They
had developed a sharp sense of timing that
just came naturally when they played
before the cameras. They knew first hand
what made people laugh. Thus for these
comedians, the cinema presented an easier
way of life (more money, no traveling) and
an opportunity to expand their art.
Although they both were trained on the
vaudeville stage, Keaton and Chaplin, the
two giants of silent comedy, diverged in
their methods when confronted by the
awesome possibilities of the cinema. Keaton
was at the top of his stage career when he
turned'to films. For him, the screen was the
alternative to stage theatrics, and accordingly, he used the magic of the movies
to present the fantastic side of his humor.
His greatest films are elaborate pieces
centered around huge mechanical objects
such as trains or steamboats. When he
abandoned the stage, Keaton for the most
part turned away from its restrictions to
expand his vision to even more incredible
gags and situations,
Chaplin, on the other hand, was still a
rising star in vaudeville when he came to

elaboration" of the stage where he could
polish his routines. While he. too, used the
possibilities of film to enlarge his field of
activity, his best 'bits' could still be more or
less performed on the stage. Interestingly,
this is the key to his film technique. The
camera for Chaplin is more a recording
device than an autonomous creative tool. In
other words, he always places his camera in
a position so that the audience can see what
is going on most clearly. If he is doing some
small business which* might be difficult to
see from far away, then he will cut to a
close-up of the action. But for the most part,
Chaplin's cinema is composed in static
straight-on shots. Chaplin thinks odd angled
shots, moving cameras, and all that sort of
flashy camera technique so dearly loved by
Orson Welles is a lot of distracting garbage.
All of this so far is really beside the point
when describing the art of Chaplin. His
genius is found almost totally in the man
himself as a performer and director. But
short of lauding the man into the position of
a god, it is extremely difficult to analyze his
work without destroying it. Chaplin is just
there in his funky character of the tramp
with his Hitler mustache and dumpy
clothes.
The joy of watching a Chaplin film is that
it is just plain funny. His is a humor without
a hangover or a heartburn like so much of
the forced sick comedy of today. And what
makes it so dazzling is' the simplicity 0/ his
comic situations. In THE GOLD RUSH he
makes poetry out of forks stuck into a couple
of dinner rolls. Chaplin's films are best
enjoyed, not analyzed. Bergman and Antonioni might be in'tune with the anxieties of
our present times, but Chaplin dances

r
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Randy Newman Has Flair
For Blues, But Not Fame

by John Speziale
I read somewhere that Randy Newman masses who do not have a capacity for
does not want to be famous. He was quoted appreciating art anyway, and who only get
as saying something to the effect that once interested in the artist in the first place
you've become a famous pop star, you have because he appeals to them on some arto stop being your own man. Apparently he's tificial level? Doesn't the artist then, seeing
afraid of becoming like Frank Sinatra - all the percentage of truly appreciative fans
image, with what was at one time obviously dwindling, and the demand for his work
observable as artistic talent, now almost rising, yield to the temptation to sacrifice
completely forgotten and replaced by a quantity for quality - to give the fans what
they want - to become the personification of
stereotyped personality.
But I wonder if this act of replacement their mistaken image?
Newman is bound to become famous
really occurs. Isn't it rather the case that
the people who recognize an artist's talents sooner or later. His artistic ability is
will always recognize them (provided they unquestionable, and besides, he possesses
do not wear out), and that the image thing that anti-hero charm which appeals to the
only occurs in the minds of the mediocre record-buying, concert-going public. Let's
hope he doesn't let the crowd push him
around.
Randy Newman wrote a song for Frank
Sinatra called "Lonely at the Top." The
lyrics relate a sad secret of success: In spite
of all the money, women, and bright lights
it's still "lonely at the top." When one listens
to Mr. Sinatra perform this number, he
thinks, "Nice melody. Frank sure handles
the vocal well. Good ballad. A little corny,
but definitely not as bad as 'My Way'." But
Newman's own version of the tune (side two,
cut seven: Randy Newman/Live) becomes
an obviously cynical view of fame, and when
one reflects on Mr. Newman's own present
pop status he can't help but start chuckling
at the comic irony.
There are three Reprise albums full of this
comic irony ("black humor," Rolling Stone
called it). Randy Newman writes slightly
exaggerated vignettes on human behaviour.
The humans he chooses are essentially the
American little people: the middle
American couple portrayed from courtship
to retirement in Florida ("Love Story"), the
cowboy squeezed by the shrinking frontier
("Cowboy"), the poor, drunk rural
American ("My Old Kentucky Home"), and
others. He also has a taste for the bizarre
and the mildly perverse, as evidenced in the
lyrics of such songs as "Suzanne" (Saw your
name, baby/ In a telephone booth/And it
told all about you/Boy, I hope it was the
truth.) and "Let's Burn Down the CornClay Taliaferro, a well-known dancer both field" (I'll make love to you while it's
in this country and abroad, will teach a burning).
Randy Newman's music centers around
master class in dance at Trinity College on
the piano. And he plays his songs as he
Monday, November 15.
A graduate of the Boston Conservatory of writes them, with a genuine flair for
Music, Taliaferro has studied with Donald American blues, rock, and show music. He's
McKayle, Peter Hamilton, Norman Walker, slick and yet somewhat raunchy. His inAubrey Hitchins, Elizabeth Hodes, and strumentation expertly compliments the
others. He has toured extensively as a lyrics, and he is one of the few pop masters
principal dancer, and has acted as artistic of lyric-music composition. "Davy the Fat
director of the Donald McKayle Dance Boy" begins lyrically with a sentimental
Company. Once a soloist with the Emily introduction concerning the speaker's
Frankel Dance-Drama Company, Mr. friendly relationship with Davy and his
Taliaferro has also danced with companies parents. The music is appropriately slow
of such artists as Lotte Goslar, Stuart and drippy. Then it is revealed that the
Hodes, and June Lewis, and has performed speaker has put his friend Davy in the
in both on and off-Broadway shows, as well carnival as a side show attraction. The
music changes to a calliope riff. The tragic
as on T.V.
A teacher of numerous master classes theme of the song is revealed in a slow
throughout New York State, New England waltz-tempo instrumental part, supposedly
and in Europe, Taliaferro has also taught at the accompaniment to Davy's "famous fatConnecticut College, The Dance Circle of boy dance." There is an artistic precision
Boston, The New School, and the Boston and quality here which is evident in all of
. Newman's best songs.
Conservatory.
On the cover of his first Reprise effort is
Taliaferro, who is a member of the
Choreographers Theatre, permanent guest the statement, "Randy Newman creates
artist of the June Lewis Dance Co., and something new under the sun." I'm not sure
Ballet Master at the Interboro Dance that what he's doing is really new (i.e.,
Company, recently received his second never been accomplished before), but he
honorarium for choreography at Rhode certainly seems to be doing it better and
more consistently than many of the pop
Island College.
The master class, a monthly event at artists before him. His albums include
Trinity in which a well-known dancer in- Randy Newman, Twelve Songs, and Randy
structs the entire body of dance students in Newman/Live. He's hard to find because he
°ne session, will be held in the Washington doesn't record very often and concert apRoom from 10:00 to 12:00. It is open to the pearances are a rarity. He's afraid of
Public. Non-students will be charged a $3.50 becoming an image. Perhaps we should be
tee to participate. The class will not be open afraid of his succumbing to the temptation.
Well, so far, so good.
to spectators.

Master Class
WfflBeTaught
By Taliaferro
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homecoming
restaurant round-up

by RickPalamar
Canton Restaurant, 278 Park Rd. West Food of variable quality, for ex. spaghetti
Hartford
was good while the pizza proved disapFull menu of Cantonese food, including pointing. ***
both combination dinners and a la carte
selections. Dinners range from $2.00 to $4.50.
Pippie's Restaurant, 682 Wethersfield
Dinners include soup, tea and a main Ave., Hartford.
course. Good food and a pleasant atAttractive atmosphere of brick work and
mosphere, but often very crowded on wood paneling. Menu offers a full line of
weekends, resulting in poor service. **
Italian foods, prices range from $2.20 to
Son Hays, 89 Assylum St., Hartford
$6.00. Steaks and seafoods are also
Cantonese food, full menu, combination available. Food here was really disapdinners from $2.40. Bar with exotic drinks pointing, probably because the Italian
available. Very pleasant atmosphere and dishes are prepared and then pre-heated
excellent service. Excellent food. ***
before serving. *
Down East Lobster Corp., 799 Weathersfield Ave., Hartford
Informal atmosphere with counter service
and formica tables. Delicious seafood at
very reasonable prices. Take out service
and fresh unprepared seafoods also
available. Pick your own live lobster from
the pool. ***

Carbone's Ristorante, 588 Franklin Ave.,
Hartford.
Intimate and luxurious atmosphere is the
setting for this famous Hartford restaurant.
Menu offers a la carte and dinner selections
of Italian specialties and steaks. Prices
range from $4.75 (baked manicotta) to $8.25
(filet mignon) on the dinner menu, The
service here is truly superb and the food is
Tlie Lobsterman, 3334 Berlin Turnpike, excellent. Reservations recommended. ****
Newington
Very simular layout to that of Lobster
Corp. The prices here are even more
Edelweiss Restaurant, 980 Farmington
reasonable and the food possibly even
better. This restaurant supplies seafood for Ave., West Hartford.
Menu offers a variety of French, German
the entire Hartford area. Unprepared fresh
seafoods and take out service also available. and Swiss foods. Full dinners, including
Prices start at $1.65 for a scallop plate. .***• choice of appetizer or soup, salad, entree,
dessert and coffee range from $3.20 to $6.75.
Valle's Steak House, 165 Brainard Rd., An attractive and intimate atmosphere plus
excellent andunrushed service make this an
Hartford
Full menu of steaks and seafoods. Good excellent restaurant. ***** quality steaks and roast beef at reasonable
The Marble Pillar, 22 Central Row,
prices, (salad and potato included). Seafood
generally disappointing. Atmosphere a bit Hartford
This German restaurant features an infabricated in large, banquet type dining
formal atmosphere with old wood tables and
areas. **
chairs and a mahogony bar at the far end of
Bonanza Sirloin Pit, 2534 Albany Ave., the dining area. Menu offers very inexpensive lunches and dinners of German and
West Hartford
Informal, prefabricated Western at- American varieties. Prices range from $1.65
mosphere with cafeteria style service. Menu (roast capon with potato and vegetable) to
offers a variety of beef dinners from $3.95 (sirloin steak), quick and friendly
hamburgers ($.89), to a 1 lb. T-bone steak, service. A fun place to eat. ***
all with potato, toast and salad ($2.99). **
The Walk In Restaurant, 1786 Broad St.,
The Black Dog Tavern, Route 44, Canton.
Warm and very attractive traditional, Hartford
Informal atmosphere with booth tables
New England Tavern atmosphere, offering
a limited menu of delicious steak dinners, and a jukebox Menu offers mostly Italian
cooked over an open charcoal fire. Prices dishes, reasonably priced, ranging from V90
range from $4.95 to $6.50. Each dinner in- (grinders) to $3.25 (pork chops with
cludes ptoato and unlimited bread and spaghetti and salad). Food is prepared to
salad. Excellent, personalized service order and of good quality Alcoholic
makes for a most enjoyable meal. Reser- beverages are available Within walking
vations recommended. *****
distance of campus. ***
Casa Loma Restaurant, 681 Wethersfield
Ave., Hartford.
Offers a huge menu of all types of food,
specializing in Italian dishes. Prices range
from $1.50 to $6.00. Atmosphere informal
with booth tables and an ajoining bar room.

The Silver Dollar, Hartford.
Local neighborhood men's bar and
restaurant featuring a full menu of
American dishes Prices range from $.75 to
$3.25. Efficient and friendly service. (Ladies
permitted) ***

TRINITY THEATRE ARTS
presents

A MIDSUMMER NIGHfS DREAM
by William Shakespeare
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Procaccino

^

New York City Mayor in 197:?? l%9 N. Y. Democratic mayoral candidate Judge Yla«|"J
A. Frocaccino talks politics with DougCooper on Thursday evening at 7 p.m. ovei ««
KM (Si).3).
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-Perspective-

EDITORIAL SECTION

Where Are They Now?
-by Jay Mandt-
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A Crisis
Every private liberal arts college in this country is facing a crisis.
The facts are plain: fewer and fewer people are willing to pay the
ever-rising price demanded for the type of education colleges like
Trinity provide.
The two proposals of the summer task force which will be formally
presented to the faculty (his afternoon are a worthwhile attempt to
meet that crisis. Though neither proposal pretends to be a total
answer to our problems, they are an important start. Though neither
may finally turn out to be even part of that answer, both are valuable
experiments.
The Alternate Degree and the Intensive Study programs approach
the financial and enrollment problems of this College in two ways.
They are designed to simultaneously reduce the cost of providing a
Trinity education and to maintain or improve the quality of students
attracted to the College,
The Alternate Degree program, by recognizing the academic
pertinence of work done by a student with much less faculty involvement than is usual today, attempts to reduce the cost of the
College of educating each student. The faculty begins to guide
students instead of teaching them. Hopefully, the program will also
help to attract a student body both intelligent and motivated.
The Intensive Study Program takes an opposite tack. Instead of
decreasing, it substantially increases each student's involvement
with individual faculty members. This program tries to make the
education we offer here not less costly, but more attractive for
students interested in working thoughtfully in a limited field.
The College's problems will not be solved by minor curricular
changes and cost-cutting slashes. The solution must come through
sensible, thoughtfully-debated innovation. The two programs
proposed represent just such innovation. They offer both students
and faculty two fundamentally different, but equally valid approaches to learning. Either or both may fail dismally or succeed
brilliantly. At least, let us try.
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The final debate: within the faculty over
the reports of the Long Range; Planning
Committee is presently taking place. That
debate has been marked by a lack of
imagination and a lack of professionalism
on the part of a large number of faculty
members.
At a special faculty meeting on November
2, it seemed as though the faculty did not
understand the issues raised either by the
planning process itself or by the proposals
that have been developed for action: the
Alternate Degree Program and the Tutorial
College. To listen to the faculty debate was
to get the impression that the only serious
issue before the college was faculty work
load.
The Need for Planning
Being a typical liberal arts college,
Trinity has tried to ignore its place in
society. It has been satisfiied to believe that
the liberal arts education it provides moots
SOUK; important need for society. That belief
is now being called into question; by
politicians like Governor Reagan of
California, who seek to impose a political
order on the organization and educational
materials of Ihe colleges; by the stales, who
have built huge "multi-versities" where
personal contact between students and
teachers is virtually impossible; and by the
latest generation itself, which isn't sure
education is "relevant". In different ways,
each of these forces calls the mission of the
liberal arts college into question.
The colleges, including Trinity, have
failed to respond with so much as a
statement of faith. And suddenly, a very
practical matter has intruded: the liberal
arts colleges are no longer financially
viable. Leaving aside the relationship
between economies and truth, it remains
obvious that institutions which cannot survive economically will not survive at all.
And there is reason to speculate that
economically obsolete institutions have
lost their relevance to society,
doty.
The financial crisis has been turned into
good uses by the Lockwood administration
at Trinity. There has been some effort to
reorganize, and rationalize, the budgeting
process within the college. More
significantly, President Lockwood has used
the financial dilemma as a spur to a general
re-evaluation of the institutions purposes,
motives, and means. Lockwood has sought
to turn the question of economic viability
into a more profound question of the
viability of the liberal arts college;. Unfortunately, most of the faculty seems incapable of following this step, which entails
a long term commitment to institutional

planning and self-evaluation. As a result,
their response to the first chapter in our
"planning process" has been often
parochial, self-indulgent, and unwise.
Imagination
Two programs have been proposed to the
college. The Tutorial College seeks to build
around the idea that the key to learning is a
close, working relationship between student
and teacher. Further, it suggests that the
less compartmentalized the object of
learning is, the better. The Alternate Degree
Program on the contrary centers on the idea
that some people learn best when left on
their own, and consequently looks for a way
the college can recognize achievements it
has done little to create. The Tutorial
College would make the campus a place of
learning, the Alternate Degree Program
would turn it into a resource center.
Important questions can be raised about
all this, but the; faculty prefers trivialities.
While the college is facing collaase, the
faculty discusses its privileges.
This attitude betrays a radical failure of
imagination. The faculty as a whole cannot,
or will not consider the issues in their true
perspective. One of them argues: if our
present clients are satisfied, why should we
worry'.' His comment rests on a great deal
of ignorance. Nearly half the liberal arts
colleges in the United Slates will be forced to
close within ten years. The "clients" are not
really all that satisfied. The private college
is not making it: that's the issue, but few of
our faculty will acknowledge it.
It may be futile to attempt to save this sort
of college. Or, against all the evidence, the
current situation may be just a temporary
social abberation. But we aren't hearing'
these arguments. All we hear is the complaint: I don't want to be bothered!
Professionalism
Some of the faculty seems to think their
attitude represents the perspective of
profession was to protect working conditions, rather than to profess something,
such as the value of learning, or the uses of
intelligence.
When a profession is under attack, it is
important for its members to re-assert the
central values their profession has sought to
protect. Attack calls for a stronger commitment, despite inconvenience, despite
heavier work loads. The faculty at Trinity
seems unwilling to do that sort of thing. It
seems finally, more interested in its
collective self-interest, its salary levels and
working conditions, than in the survival of
(hose activities the academic professions
were organized to supervise. This sounds
like the classic case of a social class racing
towards the footnotes of history.

Letter to the editor
'Israel'
To the Editor:
Right now I'm sitting in a shabby room in
Kibbutz Riuivim located in the Negev
desert, following a morning of pepper
picking, onion planting, ditch digging, and
chicken counting VMM, to be exact, to be
weighed for export to New Jersey) as part of
our sociology course.
The Hiatt Institute of Brandeis University
has been tremendous ( if you discount some
of the courses). It consists of intensive
Hebrew, sociology, Jewish history, and
Israeli politics and foreign affairs.'Threequarters of our time has been spent touring
Israel and meeting with political leaders,
social scientists, holocaust survivors, and
habutzim (pioneers). The weeks spent with
Bedouins. Arab refugees, in occupied
territories and Jerusalem, where the institute is located, have afforded me an
educational opportunity incomparable to
traditional college academics.
Being nm miles away (| halfway around
the world 1 for nearly five months has given
me an insight not only into the Middle East
situation but also into the role of the U.S.

Athens and Istanbul, where United States
intervention is tremendous, and it was quite
an "eye-opening" experience. Last month
during the Jewish celebration of Simchat
Torah we saw virtually thousands of Israelis
dancing in the streets, shouting, singing,
and clapping while observers from
balconies above showered them with candy.
To think that only a day before two grenades
had been thrown at the* Western Wall (where
the celebration culminated without the
slightest-sign of fear against a surprise
attack) injuring 35 people, causes one to
wonder when peace will come here. Lost
entire families yet came to Israel, settled
and built for another generation this minute
yet mighty country. It's an amazing, if not
incredible phenomenon.
This letter wasn't meant to be a laudatory
commentary on Israel, but rather some
impressions of a Trinity student on leave. I
know from other Hiatt .students that their
home universities do not permit such a free
"get-away"-take advantage of it!
See • you in January.
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Announcements
Phone Tax
Telephone tax refusers are requested to
send their withheld tax money to Trinity
Phone Tax Resistance via campus P.O. Box
1111. Please make checks payable to
"Trinity Phone Tax Resistance."

Blood Drive
Donations for the Connecticut Red Cross
Blood Drive will be collected today from
12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the Washington
Room of the Mather Campus Center. All
students, faculty, administration, and
concerned people are welcome. No parental
permission is required.

Hampton Film
"The Murder of Fred Hampton" will be
shown today at 4:00, 7:00, 9:00 and 11:00
p.m. in the Yale Law School Auditorium.
Admission is 750. All proceeds will go to
Modern Times, a New Haven community
and labor newspaper. For more information, call 562-2510.

WRTC War Show
Steve Barkan '73, of the Trinity Draft
Counselors, will be appearing on the PTL
Show on WRTC-FM, 89.3, tonight from 8:30
to 11:00 to talk about draft counselling and
the war resistance movement.
The theme for tonight's show is "War."

'Zeno'
Professor Howard DeLong will lecture on
"Catching Up With Zeno" Thursday at 4:15
in the Wean Lounge. DeLong's lecture will
be part of the Community Seminar Series.
Coffee and donuts will be served.

Blood
Drive

TODAY12:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Washington Room
No Parental Permission Required
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This Week

Summer Storage
Last chance! Anyone interested in serving
on a subcommittee of the College Affairs
Committee to deal with summer storage,
either by volunteering to investigate
possibilities for next summer or giving an
opinion on last summer's storage
procedures, please contact Susan Stix, Box
572. Include any specific suggestions or
criticisms.

Young Democrats
This Thursday night, November llth, at
seven o'clock, there will be a meeting of the
newly formed Young Democrats in the
Alumni Lounge. Anyone interested in the
political process on any level is urged to
attend.

TUESDAY, November !)
12:30-5:30 p.m. - BLOODMOBILE —
Washington Room.
1:30 p.m. - Town-Gown Forum, Prof.
Samuel Hendel, "Politics of Confrontation"
- Goodwin Theatre,
6:30 p.m. - Band Rehearsal - Garmany
Hall.1
7:00 p. m. - Trinity Women's Organization Alumni Lounge.
7:30 and 9:15 p.m. - Film: "The Gold
Rush" - Cinestudio.
3:15 p.m. - Annual Ferris Lecture in
Corporation Finance and Investments, Dr.
Eli Shapiro - "Interest Rates 1972: Expectations and Corporate Financing" - L. S.
C. Auditorium.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
WEDNESDAY, November 10
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - Ivy Photos - Senate
Rm.
12:15 p.m. - Football Highlights Washington Room.

City Scope

Board of Education
The outcome of Hartford's mayoral and
council elections last Tuesday came as little
surprise, with an easy Democratic victory
all the way down the line. The real center of
interest then, and now after the election, is
the Board of Education. Despite its obscure
position on the voting machines-lower
right-hand corner, separate from the party
lever-The Board excited the greatest
controversy.
It was considered by most to have been an
exceptionally "dirty" campaign. Antibusing literature filled with slurs was
distributed, especially directed at incumbent Sandra Klebanoff and her independent Black running mate, Maggie
Alston. On election day itself, voters were
urged to vote for any four of the anti-busing
candidates (Buckley, Malizia, McAlister,
Sidor)-but many people forgot they could
vote for only two candidates, and when they
tried to pull a third lever, they found that the
machine had locked. While Buckley, the
most vehement anti-busing candidate, did
place first, his margin over Klebanoff and
Alston, numbers two and three, was not so
great as some early-evening prophets had
hoped. The fourth position (there were four
seats vacant) was taken by McAlister who,
while opposed to busing, tends to vote with
the innovative members of the Board. The
anti-busing campaign was very strong in the
South and West ends, but couldn't offset the
city-wide appeal of Mrs. Alston and
Klebanoff, who spoke out on a great variety
of issues, especially citizen participation in
education.
The crucial question now is the
organization of the Board. There are two

12:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
2:00 p.m. - V. Soccer - Wesleyan - Away.
4:00 p.m. - TCC - Wean Lounge.
7:30and9:30p.m. -Films: "TheLearning
Tree" and "Sweet Sweetback's Badassess
Song" - Cinestudio.
8:00 p.m. - JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
sponsored by MHBOG, Admission: $4.00 Ferris Athletic Center.
THURSDAY, November 11
(9:00-Noon - Grad. School Interviews Elton L. and Alumni L.)
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. - Peace Corps and
VISTA - MCC, Foyer. (Friday also).
4:00 p.m. - Draft Counseling - Chapel
Undercroft.
4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series,
Prof. Howard DeLong, "Catching Up with
Zero" - Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. - Chess Club - Rm. 115, M-P
Bldg.
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films (as Wednesday) .
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Production,
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's
Dream - Goodwin Theatre.
10:30 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY, Nov. 1214

•

Homecoming-Reunion Weekend
FRIDAY, November 12
All Day - Registration - Alumni Office.
Last day to drop Christmas Term courses.
Last day to finish incomplete courses of
previous term.
independents, Maggie Alston joining Marcia
1:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. - Hamlin Dining Hall
Clinton, both Black and voices for in- open to alumni.
novation. More liberal Republican Scott
5:00 p.m. - Shabbat Service and Kiddush McAlister joins the unsuccessful candidate Goodwin Lounge.
for council, Al Turco, and Fred Bashour, the
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. - Films (as Wedreal voice of reaction on the Board. The nesday).
Democrats have four members, ranging
8:00 p.m. - Trinity Club of Hartford
from Mrs. Klebanoff through Al Rogers, and Smoker - Hamlin Hall.
"institution" Lewis Fox, to Bob Buckley.
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Production (as
It's liable to break down into two camps: the Thursday).
three Republicans with Buckley, on one SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
hand, and Klebanoff and the three Black
11:30-1:00 p.m. - Luncheon - Field House.
members, Alston, Clinton and Rogers on the
10:30 a.m. - Women's Field Hockey . other. Fox will hold the balance. Last time, Wesleyan - Home,
Fox voted with the Republicans to organize
1:30 a.m. - V. Football - Wesleyan - Home.
the Board, and was made Vice President.
4:30-6:00p;m. - Post-game reception for
However, this time, considering the recent non-reunion alumni - Washington Rm.
vote, he will probably be President, having
7:00 p.m. - President's Dinner at Sonesta
made some bargain with the innovators Hotel.
(with whom he usually votes anyway).
8:00 p.m. - Film - McCook Auditorium
The first item on the agenda for the Board
8:15 p.m. - Theatre Arts Program (as
is, ironically, a direct result of the campaign Wednesday)
itself: a hearing on the activities of the SUNDAY, November 14
principal and the PTA of West End Webster
10:00 a.m. - Chapel service honoring
School, on distributing literature supporting alumni who died during past year TheRt.
the anitbusing candidates through school Rev. Lyman C. Ogilby, DD '54 presiding.
children. This action will probably involve
1:15 p.m. - Newman Apostolate Mass Mr. and Mrs. Armand Korzenik, who head Alumni Lounge.
the school's PTA. Korzenik, as an assistant
7:00 p.m. - Folk Dancing Group - Wean
corporation counsel for the city, is also Lounge.
•
counsel to the Board of Education and is
7:30 and 9:15 p.m. - Films: "Lord of The
already in trouble for allowing his name to Flies" and "Goin' Down The Road" appear on similar political literature earlier Cinestudio.
in the campaign. (Note: Mrs. Klebanoff has MONDAY, November 15
raised for the Board's immediate con6:00 p.m. - Human Relations Meeting sideration her commitment to new school Wean Lounge.
construction in the South and West ends,
7:00 p.m. - MHBOG - Alumni Lounge.
beginning with a new middle school in that
7:30 and 9:15 p.m. - Films (as Sunday).
area.)
9:00 p.m. - C. O. Session - Alumni Lounge.
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Mdsummer Night's Dream
Pyramus) and Peter Kiliani (Francis Flute,
Thisby) were particularly delightful. Lewis
Williams (Snout, Wall), Stephen Botkin
(Snug, Lion), and Durward .Watson
(Starveling, Moon) completed, the meirry
ensemble which provided, for me, the play's
finest moments.
A brief plot summary will serve to introduce the other characters to those who
remain unitiated into this comic, joyous
Shakespeare world. The action centers on
the rivalry for the hand of Hermia, (played
with all the sweetness borne of coexisting
innocence and passion by Anne Scurria,)
between two young Athenians, Demetrius
(Allen Glater), who. has the blessing of
Mermia's father Egeus (Peter Arnoff), and
Lysander (Norman Luxemburg), who,
though much preferred by Hermia, is not in
Egeus' favor. The lovers appeal to Theseus,
the Duke of Athens, portrayed with great
stateliness and wisdom by David Bodine.
himself affianced to the fair Hippolyta
(played most fairly by Ann Convery but they
fail to have their dilemma resolved. They
conspire to escape to a place outside of
Athens where they may live without
retribution. En route, they encounter
Helena whose love for Demetrius is made
fitful by the attention he dotes upon Hermia.
Helena's winsome helplessness was brought
lo life by Amy Schewel in one of the play's
finest performances. Lysander and Hermia
divulge their plan to Helena, who relates it
to Demetrius. Me follows the couple, and is
himself followed by Helena, which leads the
four lovers into the confusing, wonderous
world of the fairies. It is here that they come
under the influence of the spectral, yet
potent King of the Fairies, Oberon, given a
magnificent stage life by the everworiderous Cameron Thompson, and the
denizens of his realm, Puck , the messenger
agent (S. Robert Roy lance -- how the heights
of stardom alter our self-image), the Fairy
(Robin Wagner), Titania the Queen of the
Fairies (Paula Amann), and her entourage.
These blithely played spirits lead the lovers
through a series of hilarious plot complications, which can hardly be adequately
described here; in the end the course of true
love is run to the contentment of all, in-

Concert. • •

O 0 ©

(from P, 4)

eluding, that of the gratifyingly large
audience in Goodwin Theater.
Of course the play's success is due to more
that the quality of the acting. The lighting,
designed by John Woolley, and executed
very nicely by his technical staff, gave a
truly dreamlike aura to the set; and the
costumes, prepared by Leslie Ann Eliet, in
yet another defiance of the inadequate
facilities in the costume shop, were

uniformly superb. Much of the play's
.smoothness can be attributed to L.Chaffec
Cowan, the stage manager. Finally, director
George Nichols stands ultimately responsible for this lively production. He is to be
congratulated for the creative vision with
which he has instilled it.
The play's run will resume Thursday, and
continue through Sunday. Curtain time is
it: 15. See it.

bretnef new ciporlmenls
for rent
ctf homillon house
studios, one-bedroom, two-bedrooms, oirconditioners, heat
included, less than a minute
1-84, Sheltered parking. Closed circuit TV.
Color coordinated Hotpoint appliances. Laundries,
compactors on every floor. Storage. Sundeck with
electric barbecues. Deep carpeting. Swift elevators.
Hamilton House. It fits your way of life.
Take a peek or spend a long time looking with the liolp of u representative
from HSP Really Management, a Division of the Simon Poverman Aijency. Any
day from 1 p.m. until dusk. Or phone for on appointment. 523-1 740 or-233-2191.

LOWEST
YOUTH
FARES
EUROPE

165

round-trip jet from Hew York
For only $165* round trip,
Icelandic Airlines Jets you from
New York to Luxembourg In the
heart of Europe for best connections to everywhere. Effective for
youths aged 12 thru 29. Book
within 30 days of departure.
Also, check our Youth Fares to
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, England and Scotland. Major credit
cards accepted. See your travel
agent! Mali coupon)
*Add $10 one way for departures
within tan days before and after
Christmas and Easter and during summer season. Fares and
conditions subject to change.

To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Filth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Lowest Youth
Fares to Europe Q

Name_
Street.
City
.Zip.

State_
My travel agent i s -

1CEIANDW
LOFTIEIDIR

ho mi iron
llOIJSI?

873-09 I West Boulevard. Take Sisson Avenue Exit from 1-84. Hartford.

(from P. 4)
Hiii-fi's conlnipunlal textures; the consort
was al its
convivial best, only to out do itself
with tin.1 compelling melodies of the Largo
ma non tanto (The Second movement).
Finally everything climaxed in the excitmenl of the third movement, Allegro,
played exceptionally well Saturday night.
One actually expected to see Bach descend
from the majestic gothic arches.
The idea behind these "convivial"
evenings of classical music is to bring this
music, (which was so painfully and stiffly
thrown at us all in those unbearable
"Childrens" Concerts") to the Trinity
community in a sophisticated yet informal
setting. For those who found the two dollar
donation a bit too exorbitant, it should be
added that to finance professional
musicians who present music of the high
quality that was heard in Hatnlin Hall this
weekend takes either administrative
budgetary consideration or audience
donation. The funds lor such "community"
events have not been made available at the
present lime. The result is a donation. One
begins to question the priorities of those in
higher places especially after listening to a
first-rate performance of J.S. Bach.

[LUCKY7S PIZZA j
(Around the comer k m Banner)
I
1$S HSIsNie
Hartford,
3 SIZES OF PIZZAS

T®§. 52241422
15% discount
pixxa with ed.
*The
lOOO/o malt
malt liquor,.,
good enough
to be called

1970 VOLVO 1800E mileage,
excellent
condition,
must
sacrifice. Call 246-3609.

1971 DATSUN 2-10Z, low mileage,
good condition. If you want this
car it can be had for $4* 100, £46*

, INC

Mi-W-16-8
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Roots,* Inc.

Hartford Storefront Advises, Refers, Helps
by Cathy Harris
The man was screwed up. When I asked
him why he had decided to leave the
priesthood, he told me his life story. "I came
from a seamy background," he said.
"Started drugs when I was quite young, was
in street gangs you know. My parents kept
bugging me, kept asking why I had to oe
such a punk all the time, told me to grow up.
I went into the army to prove my masclinityI guess most guys go in for that. I came out
-after spendin' eighteen months in Nam. I
didn't know where to turn, so I went into the
Church, to do penance for myself and
society, I guess." He sat back telling his
story calmly. Under his light blue T-shirt,
his huge belly was cut by the waist band of
his pants. He was wearing white sneakers
and a black cap.
"I was in an out of mental institutions for
a while," he said. "Then I decided to get
married-1 could under the rules of our order. When my wife died, I stayed celibate
for a while, until I met this pretty groovy
c'h'ic w"ho~I started seeing a lot, and I startefl
living with her. Hell broke loose when the
Church found out, and they ousted me. Not
to hurt my feelings, they gave me a temporary suspension. They were afraid I'd
have a nervous breakdown. But when I went
out to get a job, and gave the Church for a
reference, they didn't have too many nice
things to say. You know, 'This man is a good
guy, but in our opinion he isn't stable, and
wouldn't be right for the work you'd give
him.' I couldn't take the hassles, decided to
give up on organized religion. They weren't
doin' me no good. You can get into your own
Jesus trip without the Church. Hell -1 mean
to me you're a priest, anyone's a priest, who
has a little love flowin' from his heart to
others:" He paused. He started telling how
much he liked Hartford, how good the people
had been to him. Then he went up stairs to
help the staff clean up the upstairs offices.
The offices upstairs were part of Roots,
Inc., a "crisis intervention center", in a
storefront office at 109 Allyn St., Hartford,
which runs a 24-hour telephone "Hotline"
for anyone who needs it. Counsellors who
range in age from 14 to 26 and in occupation
from student to insurance man, provide
counselling, information, or just a friendly
ear to anyone who calls their 24 hour
"Hotline" or walks into their storefront
office which is open from 9 a.m. to midnight
each day.
In the loose, warm atmosphere of their
office, where you find matresses on the
floors and graffiti all over the walls, they
provide what they call "peer-group counselling" for those who need help but can't or
won't go to "establishment" agencies.
The aim of the center is to help people with

Paid Staff

(Photo by Steven Wetzer)

Brian Doyle (above) and Nan Robertson are co-directors of Roots, Inc. The co-directors are two of Roots three paid staff members.
Most work is done by unpaid volunteers who counsel people seeking help or information who come to the storefront or call Roots'
telephone Hot-Line.
problems or questions by listening to them, handled over the phone, according to Greg from the College. During the last school
suggesting alternative answers, and Cherneff, who graduated from Trinity last year Tom McGrath, '71, Greg Cherneff, '71,
referring them to the person or group best year and is one of Roots' three full-time staff David Ormiston, '71, Bruce McDonald, '72
and Bruce Sehaeffer, '73, worked with the
able to help them. The staff believes in the members.
Roots claims that its strongest service is organization. College Counsellor George C.
right of the client to make his own choices.
Counsellors refuse to make his decision for helping those with psychological problems, Higgins helped establish Roots and served
from loneliness to depression to as chairman of the board of directors until
him.
On a WRTC program last year, Roots' schizophrenia. They offer, however, many last June.
Roots' staff members say the rewards and
staff members said that one-third of the other services.
Roots takes calls on the draft and has its benefits of working for Roots are personal,
problems they handle are related to drugs,
not financial. Cherniff said that he has
one-third are psychological problems, and own draft counsellors.
It helps with legal problems, usually learned about many different kinds of
the others range from finding crash pads for
travellers to referring people to Planned arrests, and helps clients to get bail money people. "My education didn't mean a great
Parenthood. One of Roots most important or to find inexpensive lawyers. It takes care deal until I got out into the community. To
services is referring people to special of family problems, either between me, working here has been an education and
agencies such as legal aid, and medical husbands and wives, or between parents and will continue to be one," he said emchildren. Often Roots acts as a go-between phatically. Roots would be a good exclinics.
Roots handles about 40 telephone calls between parents - and their runaway perience for most students, he said.
Money and new staff members are what
each day, concerning everything from children. It trys to get the children back in
loneliness, to bad acid trips, to unwanted touch with their families. Runaways, about Roots needs most now. They especially want
pregnancies. About 50% of Roots work is 80% female, are usually between the ages of students from the College to come down and
participate. All that Roots demands is a lot
14 and 17.
Roots also claims to have the best of personal sacrifice. Most staff members
facilities in Hartford for bad trips. "You can would say that the commitment is worth it.
usually talk someone down from a bad trip
by going along with the fantasy they're
experiencing but gently reassuring them
they're going to be okay," one counsellor
said. Many of the Roots' staff have themselves had drug problems which they can
relate to the problems of their clients.
Roots also posts a calendar of events and
provides bulletin boards for the news of the
day, want ads, etc.
There are no set qualifications for joining
the staff. Perhaps the best qualification is
youth. According to Gene Mulcahy, a Roots
advisor, and member of the board of
directors, the staff "has one vital asset
which professionals sometimes lack: they
can talk to other kids on a peer lever. Quite
often that's what a kid really needs. .
.someone to listen."
Counselors are trained on the job.''Before
we let a vulunteer man a phone, we screen
him or her, put them through a number of
training sessions and then in with an experienced counsellor," according to
Mulcahy, who is one of three consultants
who help train counsellors.
Three to five counsellors work during
each four hour shift..Minimum work for a
staffer amounts to 12 hours a week, including at least two shifts, a workshop and
the weekly all-staff meeting. Most staff
members, though, work much longer than
(Photo by Steven Wetzer)
the minimum time each week. The office is
understaffed and volunteers are always
needed?
Each staff member attends a workshop
The Koots, inc. storefront is at 109
(Photo by Steven Wetzer) headed by a professional to discuss
Allyn Street in Hartford. The storefront
problems they have encountered during the
is open each day from 9 a.m. until
week and to keep up an interaction among
midnight. The group's telephone HotGreg Cherniff, who graduated from the College last June, works as a fund-raiser and
the staff members.
Line is manned 24 hours each day.
"communications coordinator" for Roots. Several Trinity students work for Roots as
A good deal of Roots support has come
(Photo by Steven Netzer)
counsellors and volunteers.

Storefront

Alumnus
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TCB Proposal . . .

News Analysis
(from p. l)

(from p. 2)
doffish." He observed that his group had
sent letters to all faculty members asking
for help. At lease half of the responses they
received he characterized as being worthless. He added, however, that he was
appreciative of all offers of help and that his
group would contact all those who offered
help in the near future.
The orientation program that the committee of Pleasant, Terrie Rouse, '75, and
Steven Newsome, 74, suggested involved
contacting each of the 2(i incoming black
freshmen to welcome each student to the
College, indicate the College's interest in
their progress, and to let the students know
what they are in for. The group, to whom
John Gaston, '71, and Mohammed Jibrcll,
lecturer in Non-Western Studies, were
advisors, was available all summer for
black students seeking tours or answers
to questions about College life.
The group convened an orientation
program four days before the start of freshmen orientation with Hie assistance of thirty
other members of the Trinity Coalition of
[Hacks, offering seminars and discussion
sessions, Pleasant explained.
Pleasant will prepare a report for
President Lockwood in tho near future. He
has not done so yet because he wants to have
mid-term results to point to as concrete
evidence of the success or failure of the
program.
This Fall, five upper class black students
have served as advisors to the black freshmen. Working under the College Work-Study
Program which is funded by the government to provide jobs and educational opportunities to low income students, the
group works to "keep tabs on the kids" said
Thomas McKune, director of financial aid.
He said the purpose of the group was to
"make sure the freshmen aren't digging
themselves into holes that they can't get out
of." Each of the five students -- Hay
Perkins, '73, JoAnnc Epps, '7:i, Ilean
Motley, '74, Newsome and Pleasant -- are
available to students to discuss any
problems they may have as well as to offer
tutoring and .special help, McKune. said.
Pleasant described the problems of
counselling students who are the same age

as the counselors. He said it was a question
of trial and error. "When you tell them
something it's like you and a brother. You
listen to your brother and maybe you'll take
his advice and maybe you won't. But when
you see that your brother is right, you might
take his advice next time," he said.
He said that it would be difficult at this
time to judge the success of the program
since midterm results are just coming in. He
said that until midterms most students did
not seek counselling because they had no
reason to believe that they were doing
poorly. After the exams, however, the
weaknesses as student have become
clearer, Pleasand said, and they will look
for help in correcting them. He commented,
"These freshmen know they have people
they can come to, while we didn't."
Kcaton and Pleasant both stated that, the
five-member counseling group as well as the
orientation program were instituted solely
because of TCB insistence. Pleasant said,
"the school is like a snake. The head of the
snake pulls the tail. And the administration
is the tail of the snake."
Kent on said, however, that, some advisory
board run in conjunction with the
Academic Affairs Committee was a
necessary step. He added that be was not
very optimistic because of his experience in
dealing with I he committee. Still, he expressed hope that they would be able to work
out some plan to preserve the possibility of
having a counseling- program, which he
described as "a good idea, a sound idea."
Administrative and T(,'B differences could
lead to problems, Kcaton said. He said the
administrative attitude towards Blacks has
been "telling us what our ailment is. When
you go to the doctor he asks you what hurts
and what you've been taking for it. Trinity
figures it's a doctor, only it tells us what
hurts us and prescribes what to take for it."
Keaton concluded, "In all aspects of life at
Trinity, I would like to see an effort by the
Trinity Community to have an atmosphere
that is more conclusive to why we are all
here: to be educated. I think .there must be
an effort to overcome; the monsters of this
institution which arc indifference and
ignorance,"

Long Range Task Force report. The
program, according to the report, would
stress individuality and self-education while
maintaining a reasonable structure and
guidance in a Trinity education."
One science professor said he would oppose the ADF program unless an amendment were included excluding the science
department from the program.
One faculty member said lie "disapproved" the change in faculty-student
relationships in the Tutorial College. He said
that increased "equality" of faculty with
students under the program would be
"ineffective" in a teaching environment.
Under the ISP, a Tutorial College would
be established offering students in-depth
study under individual faculty members for
one semester, through seminars, tutorials,
and independent study.
Several faculty members said they
"doubted" that students had "sufficient
maturity" to undertake such a program.
According to Lockwood, some members of
the faculty are unsure if students are at, all
capable of learning on their own.
The Administration has stated its case
very plainly: the College is in a state of
financial crisis. Defeat of these; programs
may result in a cutback of 15% of the
faculty.
The Administration has painted the
financial picture of the College in bleak
terms. Either the number of students must
be raised, which is impossible, due to
phusical limitations except for nonresidential students, or the number of
faculty lowered. The ADP, they claim will
attract additional non-resident students.
Twenty-five additional non- resident
students enrolled in the ADP would provide
the College with an additional revene of
$70,(i2f), per year according to a report
prepared by Ward Cumin, director of institutional planning.
The ISP would initially not increase
revenue. If the program became sufficiently
popular to be the basis of a summer
program, student participation in the
summer term, in lieu of attending either the

fall or spring terms, would allow the College
to admit additional students during the
regular academic year. Curran suggests
that for every two students enrolled in the
summer Tutorial College the College can
add one student during the academic year,
Several faculty members said they were
doubtful that the College would relieve its
financial squeeze with the two programs.
According to Lockwood, the College has
found programs that are both educationally
and financially sound. Lockwood also said
that applicants to the College would be more
willing to pay high tuition costs for a more
varied program.
According to Lockwood, the ISP is a
"logical extension of the things we do now"
and would require no "massive orientation." The ADP, on the other hand, would
be more difficult to implement, Lockwood
said, but "anticipates future trends more
successfully."

Bloodmobile
will l)e on campus
Washington Room
Mather Hall
12: ;$0-5: M p.m.

TODAY
Parental Permission
Not Required

REPRESENTATIVES ON CAMPUS

PEACE CORPS
AND

VISTA
NOV. 11-12 (THURS. - FRI.)
M a t h e r H a l l Lobby
OR CALL COLLECT 212-264-7123

HI FI PROBLEMS
We have loads of them. We need
a top Top Service Tech to service
oil types of equipment
Full or Part Time - Must Be Experienced

Herbert Electronics
1081 -Capital Avenue Htfd. 247-0042
REMEMBER MOM'S BAKING?
F»*§te<l Cakes $3.00
Decorated Cakes $4M
Will Deliver to Campus.
Mm, R, H. GHpinTel. 529-4911

Robert Swett 74 is
Trinity's first and only official
stereo equipment dealer.
He offers you no-swett everything:
1) More than 30 major lines of stereo equipment.
2) One day delivery on most items.
3) Fast, professional, local servicing on all stereo
equipment, new or old.
4) Delivery to your door and installation to your
satisfaction.
5) AND — Complete selection of discount records
and tapes.

N0-SWETT
See or call
Robert Swetl
RonWeissman
Box 1032 ; . , ; ,
Box 1044
Vernon Heights A-l
316 N.B B4
Tel: 549-1036
Tel: 527-1936
A representative of SOUND IDEAS, INC., West Hartford,
Connecticut's sound idea showroom.

Call Now About Chse-Out Prkms
On the One And Only KXH Compact $y$t@msil
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Philadelphia SIim9s Pickin's
by Albert
I am Slim. (I like the opening.) A funny
thing happened to me on the way to the
football game. A panhandler stopped me on
the street and said, "I haven't had a bite in
weeks." So I gave him a sandwich.
But seriously folks, - Texas-TCU. That's
seriously? I should hate to see the games
that we pick for a joke. Anyway, by way of
apology, there aren't very many good
games until Thanksgiving. Most teams use
this period as a week off. In that class is
Texas. This week, the Christians get
thrown to the cows. Texas, by 23.
Two Ivy league games highlight the action
- and any time Ivy league games highlight
the action, you know how little action there
is. a) Princeton-Yale - a heated rivalry in
which sometimes the Princeton players get
so riled up as to curse the other team in
Sanskrit. The angers the Yalies so much
that they retort in Etruscan. What Fun!
Princeton by 18. and b) Dartmouth-Cornell.
Columbia beat Dartmouth last week, ergo,
anyone can - especially a team with Ed
Marinaro. Cornell by 11.
Michigan-Purdue - a tempest in a teapot about all the boiling in this game. Michigan
by at least 25.
Other action in the Big Ten concerns the
annual Ohio State Buzzard festival at the
halftime of the Buckeyes' game with Northwestern. The entire Hinckly, Ohio, High
School marching band and majorettes will
form a giant buzzard on the field as the card
section, the rest of the student body of
Hinckly HS, forms the outline of the state of
Ohio with all the principal industries,
mountains, bodies of water, towns, flowers,
and animals marked on it. Ohio by 5.
Auburn-Georgia. I hearby predict that Pat
Sullivan will be the III draft choice - mainly
because you can count on the PHILA.
Eagles to finish last, and you know how bad
they need a quarterback. I also predict that
Sullivan will sign with the Toronto Alouettes

Donsky

of the Canadian League. Auburn by 14.
Toledo-Marshall. Toledo hasn't lost a
game since the Dead Sea was sick, as we say
in the pickin' biz. They should extend their
streak to 33 straight. Dig that. Toledo by 26.
And finally, three teams from Philly
(Frank - Anything I say, I'm only jokin' you know that, Frank, don't you Frank?) I
heard about this contest once. Mike Siani
will lead the Villanova Wildcats over
Dayton. Don't be surprised when it happens.
Villanova by 6. First prize was a week in
Philadelphia. Temple plays William and
Mary, and they should have no trouble,
because how good can a team be with only
(you guessed it) two people? Temple 22William 10, Mary 3. And second prize was
two weeks in Philadelphia. Penn-Columbia.
I lead Gracey by enough, J can afford to be
generous. 'Kip' - here's one for you. Penn by
4.

Saturday Night, Nov. 13, at 8:00
p.m., there will be a benefit
concert at The Post in
Glastonbury
featuring
Charisma. The location is 2384
Main St. Admission will be $1.50
at the door. Proceeds will go to
Roots and Wooden Ships, a nonprofit
coffeehouse. Added
features will be a horror flic and
free food.

THE
HEAD
SHOP
and the Kneissl Shop
and the Rossignol Shop
and the K-2 Shop
and the Hart Shop
and the Zebra Shop
and the Yamaha Shop
" and the Henke Shop
and the Koflach Shop
and the Nordica Shop
and the Rosemount Shop
and the White Stag Shop
and the Gerry Shop
and the Skyr Shop
and the Fusalp Shop
and the Spinnerin Shop
andtheC.B. Sports Shop
and the Profile Shop
and the Duofold Shop
and the Scott-USA Shop

Final Records

Frosh Down Amherst

by Pete
To the delight of the orgy of fans looking
on, the freshman soccer team closed out
their season on a winning note with an
overtime 4-3 decision against visiting
Amherst. Peter Mindnich scored the winner
at the two-minute mark of the overtime on a
penalty kick following an obstruction on an
Amherst fullback.
In the most exciting game of the year
according to most of the people who watched
the game, both teams started out at an
extremely fast pace, but Trinity soon was
forcing most of the offensive chances* and at
the eight-minute mark they took the lead on
the first of two goals by Mindnich with a big
assist from Bob Andrian from a goalmouth
scramble. Five minutes later, the score was
2-0 on Odd-Sqodder Drew Isaac's first goal
of the season. He put it in from ten feet away
after a picture passing play between he,
Mindnich, and Roger McCord, following an
indirect free kick.
The second quarter had no effect on the
score, but Amherst cut the margin to one at
the four-minute mark of the third on a chip
shot that eluded the outstretched hands of
goalie Curt Beaudouin. The baby booters
countered at the thirteen-minute mark,
though, as McCord finished off a two-on-one
break with Doug Kuhn on a bomb into the
upper left-hand corner following Charlie's
good cross pass.
Amherst again pulled to within one as they
converted a corner kick which went in off
the crossbar at six minutes of the fourth

Taussig
quarter. Six minutes later, they tied it up on
a freaky (pardon me) rebound off the
crossbar which was converted easily by one
of their forwards. Amherst continued their
attacks', but were ultimately denied their
chance at an undefeated season when
Mindnich blasted home his tenth goal of the
season.
The victory gave them a final record of 4
wins, three losses, and a tie, thus giving
them a previously predicted winning season
which everyone "knew" they were going to
have. Unfortunately, as many people know,
the above record does not show how good
this club really could have been. It is
generally agreed that many of the players
on this year's freshman soccer team will be
a welcome addition to next year's varsity.
Led by co-captains Andrian and Beaudouin,
they were a very good team, better than that
4-3-1 slate they chalked up,
THE RECORD
T 2 M.I.T.
1
t 2 C.C.S.C.
2
T 3 Springfield
2
T 0 Williams
4
T 7 Coast Guard
l
T 4 U.Mass
6
T 0 Wesleyan
2
T 4 Amherst
'
3
T 22 Opponents
.
21
THE SCORERS G
Mindnich 10, McCord 6, Morgan 4, Isaac,
1, Wiswall 1.

Isaiah the Profit
by Kevin Seymour Gracey IV
I am Isaiah ( and well you might, Slim), Hackensack. Well, folks, heh, heh, it was a
the all-knowing all-seeing effervescent Sage big week for upsets in the nation, and by dint
of the Age, the Purveyor of Divine Wisdom, of the fact that Slim failed to blow more than
and part owner of a Chicken Delight store in I did, he picked up another game on me. But
thinking about it seriously, what does it
really mean when compared to. the vastness
of the cosmos? In the overall scope of things,
is it really necessary...nay, even moral...to
concern myself with such mundane matters?
Should I risk my hope of eternity for such
paltry matters, should I clutter my thought
with such unrighteousness? Ixnay, Herman.
I prefer to remain on higher plane, keeping
myself free from such petty wordly things.
Besides, I'l probably beat him next week.
I. Princeton-Yale-The Herringbone Bowl,
with the winning captains ceremoniously
receiving a lifelike replica of the Sperry
Rand executive washroom key at midfield,
while the combined marching bands form a
likeness of 75 shares in a mutual fund in the
end zones. Yale 19-Princeton 12.
II. TCU-Texas~Texas used to be the place
where people were shot down in the streets
at high noon, but things have sure changed
over the years. Now they do it in football
stadiums at 1:30. Texas 79-TCU 2, Charley.
III. Michigan-Purdue-Michigan is right
up there this year, greatly aided by the
addition of a secret weapon-a defensive line
that bites people and is covered with hair.
Interesting recruiting. Michigan will stew
the Boilermakers, I'm afraid.
IV. Cornell-Dartmouth-Dartmouth is
reeling from last week's loss to Columbia,
and who wouldn't be. Cornell has the chance
of a lifetime this week.
V. Ohio State-Northwestern-That about
sums it up. They will finish in that order.
VI. Auburn-Georgia-The Chitlin Bowl.
Auburn has not won when I've picked them
yet, but just to show them I bear them no
hard feelings, Auburn 15-Georgia 13.
VII. Villanova-Dayton-We move now into
the Philadelphia portion of our column. Slim
insists on picking these games every week,
and I humor him,_ because I know that it
must be a terrible emotional strain on him to
come from the City of Brotherly Love,
especially since he gets arrested every time
he tries it. Dayton.
VIII. Temple-William and Mary-Temple
having a good season, with only five varsity
players arrested for vagrancy to date.
William and Mary need more people.
Temple.
IX. Penn-Columbia-Slim wants me to
pick "Columbia,. Okay.
X. Toledo-Marshall-Finally, this game.
Toledo hasn't been since the fall of the
Inquisition. Marshall, named after a priest,
hasn't got a player. Toledo.
I have spoken. Wanna make something of
it?

f

-

f
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Outfitters to Sportsmen since 1887

672 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford

Slim
Open Thursday & Friday until 9 p.m.

Isaiah

56
48

14

.800

22

.688
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Best Amherst, 18-14

Frosh Gridders Go Undefeated
There is only one squad with a perfect
record at Trinity. Now quick, which one is
it? If the magical words Freshman Football
team spring to mind, well, then, you're
right.
The freshman football team won again
last Friday, and that made their record 5-0.
They defeated Amherst 18-14 to close out a
perfect season in a thrilling manner - a seesaw come-from-behind battle that tested the
mettle of the baby bantams.
But to digress for a moment, the Frosh
gridders, under the tutelage of Chet McPhee, started the season off right when they
shellacked Union, 50-0. Springfield was
trounced 21-7, and the Coast Guard firstyearmen fell to the awesome Bantam offensive machine, 47-0. To that point, the
defense had not given up a point. As it was,
the team was only 4 points off a college fresh
record for stingy defense.
However, the final two games were
against teams of somewhat higher caliber.
But the frosh ran over Wesleyan, 41-21, and
the stage was set for the climactic season
ending battle against the Lord Jeffs.
The Bantams struck early. Very early.
Rich Tucci took a punt and returned it 60
yards. The Bantams took a 6-0 lead when the
kick went wide.
However, Amherst came right back. They
took the ball and marched down the field.
They scored, went for two, and converted.

They came back to score again on a pass '•
that was deflected off an offensive player •
An Amherst player ran it back 60 yards for '
the score. The conversion failed and the :
Bantams trailed 14-6.
However, late in the 2nd quarter the]
Bantams came back as Harold Gray scored •
on a one-yard quarterback sneak. The i
Bantams tried for two and that attempt
failed. At the half, the bantams trailed 14-12
The second half evolved as a defensive
battle. Amherst was stalled a number of
times by costly mistakes, but the baby
bantams were unable to capitalize on their
opponents' errors.
Finally, in the fourth frame the gridders i
were able to put it all together. From the 13, !
Dave Kuncio cut off tackle and found
paydirt. The conversion failed, but the
Bantams had a 18-14 lead, and the stubborn
Bantam defense was able to hold on for the
win; however, it was not all peaches and ,
cream from that point. With time running f
out, the Lord Jeffs were able to take it to the I
four on a long pass play. On the next play, j
however, Amherst fumbled, and that, ef- !
tectively, put the icing on the cake.
j
The offense set a new record for freshman j
scoring over the season, racking up 157 j
points in 5 games. They were, as previously |
stated, undefeated, which is a better j
testament to the quality of the team thananything else this reporter could add.
i

Bantam Rally Falls Short;
Lord Jeffs Triumph, 42-14

TO/'

(Levin Photo)

Senior light end Whitney Cook finds the end/one for the 15th time in his varsity career.
The official in the back signals the score, but it wasn't enough as the Bantams fell to
Amherst, I2-21,). The Buntams close out the season Saturday against Wesleyan at Jessce
• Field. Game time is 1:30.

Booters Best Cadets, Jeffs
After a three game losing streak, the
Dathmen decided that they had had their
share of defeats and decisively put the Coast
Guard team in their place with a 4-1 victory.
It was the last home game of the season so
there was an added incentive to do well.
There was no question at any point of the
game a.s (0 whom the victor would be.
Doug Snyder scored in the first quarter,
followed by a .successful penalty kick by Bill
Brouse and the usual good goal by Pete
Mcimann, in the second quarter, making it
3-0 at the half - a lead which needless to say
put the soccer team at ease for the first time
since the game with MIT. The Coast Guard
managed to net a 3rd quarter goal only to be
followed by a Malcolm Davidson goal in the
final frame. It was a good win and one that

Faculty«•.
(from P. 1)
Richard Russo, instructor of modern
languages, said that he thought the proposed
programs were no more than "procedural"
changes. "I do not see how they will affect
qualitative results", he added. Russo said
that professors might lose sight of the needs
of individual students in the ADP as they
became overloaded with work from the new
programs. This could result in the devising
of less relevant questions for the student's
qualifying examinations he said.
Nye said that the ADP was not based on
the system of Comprehensive examinations
widely used until a few years ago. He ssaid
the ADP is a radical approach to education
in which a student must demonstrate his
proficiency by answering wide-ranging sets
of questions. "It's not just a dried up prune
that we soaked to resurrect," said Nye.
Lockwood noted that the Task Force
recommendations wore based on the desire
to risk experimental approaches for future
change, rather than take the "too easy"
course of manipulating the College's
tradition;)! structure.

was needed to refresh the team spirit. The
offensive award went to Rick Marshall, and
the defensive award was shared by coCaptain Bayard Fiechter and Bill Brouse,
the latter playing his first game at defense
this year. The team as a whole did well, and
(he 4-1 score is exemplary of their efforts.
With the Coast Guard victory only two
days old, the Trinity Hooters travelled to a
mid-morning garni! with Amherst on
Saturday. Amherst was a team that the
Bantams had failed to defeat the past three
years, a team which they wanted to beat, not
only for the sake of victory, but because it
was Amhersl. Although Amherst's overall
record was not very good they had managed
to defeat Tufts 1-0, handing the highly rated
Jumbos their first loss. Having lost to Tufts
4-1, Trinity took this into mind when they
went on the field.
Amherst scored in the second quarter, as
a result of a mix-up in defensive calls. But
the wind, sun, and Trinity's desire faced
Amherst, and the tide was turned before the
half with a perfectly placed penalty kick by
Bill Brouse, and a fine goal by Pete
Heimann, making it 2-1.
But the Lord Jeffs weren't going to give up
easily and the third quarter saw a strong
offensive thrust on their part. But the Trin
defense, backed by some fine saves by
Goalie Glenn Preminger, and paced by the
work of fullbacks Hill Fiechter, Palamar,
and Brouse kept the Amherst team
scoreless.
The fourth quarter saw the ball mostly at
the Amherst end of the field, in one attempt
after another by the Trin offense to increase
their lead. Along with Pete Heimann, Rick
Marshall and Doug Snyder were constant
thorns in the side of the Amherst defense,
and backing them up were wing halfbacks
Will WhetzeJ, Mac Davidson, and Wade
EckJes, and center halfs John Suroviak and
Scott Fitzpatrick, who showed good passing
and 'hussle*. Therefore a much appreciated
contingent of Trinity rooters cheered the
Bantams onto a well earned 2-1 victory, one
of their best games a!! year.

It was the awesome Amherst combination
of Rick Murphy to Jean Fugett that did the
Bantams in. Murphy, however, was hitting
his other receivers too. He hit Freddy Scott
on a pass early that Scott took 23 yards for
the TD. The Bantams were stopped and
Murphy continued with the aerial assault.
This time Murphy found Fugett. The big
tight end grabbed a 2(i yarder for his first TD
of the game. He had two more, bring his
season total to eight.
Less than two minuted later the Bantams
funbled, and Amherst recovered on the 28.
Bob Blood went over on a one-yard dive, at
the end of the Period, the Bantams trailed
21-0.
The change in direction didn't stop
Amherst. Three minutes into the second
quarter they scored again, and with 8:52 left
the Jeffs put up 7 more as Murphy hit Fugett
on a 23 yarder.
With 45 seconds left, the Bantams finally
scored. SauL Wiezenthal hit Ron Duckett on
a 5-jyard play to make the halftime score 357.
The third quarter was a low scoring
frame, as only Trinity put points on the
board. Joe McCabe clove in from the one,
and the Bantams converted on a two pointer
to make the score 35-15.
In the fourth quarter, the tide turned for
the Bantams. Saul Wiezenthal continued to

go to me air. He marched the team 80 yards
and eventually went over himself from the 1,
Co-Captain Ned Hammond brought the
game even closer when he picked off a pass.
Wiezenthal then found Whitney Cook in the
tight end's favorite place - the end zone.
That brought the score to 35-29,
But in the end it was Murphy to Fugett
that put the game on ice. It was a f>6 yard
play that put the game out of reach, and
preserved Amherst's 6 game win streak.
Quarterback Saul Wiezenthal had another
big day, as he passed for 230 yards. He was
19 for 39 with two TD's. But, for the bantam's, it was too little, too late.
The Trinity Bantams fell to the Lord Jeffs
of Amherst Saturday, 42-29, but the game
was actually a lot closer than the score
might indicate. Now that is a phrase that is
used often, sometimes not accurately, but in
this case, the score and the phrase came
very close to the truth.
The game did not start out close, at any
rate. The Bantams fell behind early, and
trailed the Lord Jeffs the whole game. But
the Bantams rallied in the second half to
only trail at one point by a touchdown. The
Bantams, though, had to play catch up ball
for most of the game, and that certainly did
not help their performance.

JOCK'S League
There is just one week left in JOCK'S
League competition. Some teams have even
completed their schedule. But for 8 teams,
the season holds one more game, and for 2 of
those teams, Amherst and Williams, this
game is very important, because this one
game decides the JOCK'S League championship for 1971.

PTS
FOR
Team
Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
TRINITY
Colby
Tufts
Wesleyan
Bowdoin*

6
6
6
4
3
3
3
3
3
0
0

1
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
S
7

.857
,857
.750
.568
.427
.427
.427
.427
.375
.000
.000

6
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
0
0

0 1.000
0 1.000
2 .600
2 .500
2 .500
3 .400
3 .400
4 .333
1 .500
2 ,000
5 ,000

PTS
AGN
244 122
200 135
265 168
163 136
148 172
128 147
134 170
152 176
140 216
59 292
76 224

Union
Hamilton
Bates*
e
These teams have finished their season.

Last Week's Games
Amherst 42-TRINITY 29
Union 2l-Middlebury 12
Tufts 13-Bowtoin 10
Alfred 32-HamiUon 0
Williams 27-Wesleyan 14
Colby 17-Bates 8
Next Week's Games
Wesleyan at TRINITY
Union vs. Hamilton
Williams vs. Amherst
Tufts vs. Rochester
Colby .vs. Maine Maritime

